SCHOOL GROUP PRICING
Kids 18 and under only

• 4x6 Images Presold
  19 or less $5.00 ea; 20 or more $3.00 ea

• 4x6 Images Not Presold
  19 or less $8.00 ea; 20 or more $5.00 ea

• Bag Tag Package Presold
  2 Wallets, 2 Bag Tags $10.00

• Bag Tag Package Not Presold
  2 Wallets, 2 Bag Tags $15.00

FULL PACKAGE
(1) 6x8 of your group
(1) Aquarium Folder
(1) National Aquarium Signature Shot

• Full Package Presold
  19 or less $17.00 ea; 20 or more $15.00 ea

• Full Package Not Presold
  19 or less $19.00 ea; 20 or more $17.00 ea

Contact us at:
410.685.7677
nationalaquarium@sharpshooterimaging.com